JONATHAN LINCOLNE
Keynote Speaker | Implementation Psychologist |
Global Safety II Specialist

An implementation psychologist with an obsession for
deconstructing the practice of thinking for the betterment of
humankind.

ABOUT JONATHAN
With a core focus on high risk environments and a global client base, Jonathan Lincolne is an experienced
speaker with the runs on the board when it comes to speaking and facilitating, and getting people to believe
they can do better today than they did yesterday.
For nearly 20 years Jonathan has taught human thinking skills as a precursor to other topics such as how to
think more effectively to be more safe, to be a better leader, to be a better innovator. It was only recently that
a long standing client asked Jonathan to just deliver the thinking skills training - and let people apply it to their
lives.
Realising the information became infinitely more valuable when you let people apply it to the areas of life
of the most importance to them create a watershed moment for Jonathan – and the birth of Thinkology. In
Jonathan’s own words - Thinkology deconstructs the mystery of how we think, and translates that into a set of
skills that can be learned, practiced and mastered.
Committed to teaching people how to think more effectively to enhance performance, Jonathan Lincolne is
a clinical psychologist with degrees in religion, philosophy and Human-Centred Design. He consults, advises
and trains across a diverse range of topics including high-risk safety, high-value teaming, innovation, emerging
& executive leadership and Company Board effectiveness.
Over the last 20 years, Jonathan has designed and delivered programs in 57 countries for clients including
Virgin Atlantic and Virgin Galactic, Boeing, Rio Tinto, BHP and ANZ Private Bank. He was the founder of safety
company Sentis and the designer of their flagship program - which has been presented to over 250,000
people globally and translated into 5 language – and took up the role as Design-Thinking mentor for the
Australian Federal Government from 2012-2016.

WHY BOOK JONATHAN
Jonathan Lincolne is a high energy presenter with the ability
to sweep up any audience almost immediately in his absolute
commitment to sharing his philosophies about how we
think. Wrapped up in what has been described as frenetic,
full throttle story-telling, Jonathan hits your audience with
questions and challenges that shift thinking fast, unlock the
power of just what we are capable of, and rapidly broadens
perspective.
Engaging, enthralling, a masterful story teller, with powerful
insights and strategies, Jonathan Lincoln is loved by
audiences globally – and you will be thanked forever for
bringing him into the world of your audiences.

“I think it matters to people how they perform in the important roles in their lives.
I believe everyone wants to be better at their job, or to be a better partner, parent or person
and it’s your thinking that will dictate your performance in these areas – because you will
never outperform your thinking.”
Jonathan Lincolne

KEYNOTES
THINKOLOGY – THINKING, BUT NOT AS YOU KNOW IT
This frenetic rip through the way that we think is a powerful message guaranteed to take your audience swiftly and
deeply into examining just why understanding how to ‘systemise’ their thinking will improve their work, their business,
and their life. Driven by a need to improve human kind, Jonathan Lincolne has drawn on his work in front line, high
risk environments in more than 57 countries, to create what he calls the most necessary perspective on this planet; the
body of work that should be known as the science of thinking. Motivational, inspirational, with quick insights and simple
strategies that will rock the way your audience thinks – changing their world with just one question, in just one moment.

HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAMING
The most persistent concept in human kind is that of the tribe, and in our fast-moving world the strongest of tribes now
show up through high performance teams. Where vision is strong, values unite, crisis averted and trouble-shooting is
perfected in the pursuit of doing better every single day. The desire for high performance teams permeates every one
of our organisations in the western world – and in this rapid paced presentation Jonathan Lincolne deconstructs how he
has worked with some of the world’s greatest corporates to unlock the power in high performance teaming, convincing
and then showing you that it is a process, it can be designed, and it is within the reach of anyone who is serious in their
pursuit of high performance through the people surrounding them.

SAFETY II THROUGH HUMAN-CENTRED DESIGN
The world of work, particularly in high risk environments, is shifting rapidly, and within this the shift from Safety I to
Safety II is paramount. Transition from a compliance driven, what went wrong approach, to a variable framework in
which we start with what works has proven to be complex – relegating Safety II in most organisations to a theoretical,
policy driven discussion which still attaches itself to the legacy of Safety I. An experienced Implementation Psychologist
with demonstrated success in the implementation of Safety II in complex environments, Jonathan breaks down exactly
how Human Centred Design is the only way to see through the Safety II evolution, and unlocks the power of Safety II
implemented well.

WHAT OTHERS SAY
“Energy, intelligence and humour all wrapped into a through provoking narrative
that I can take away to improve my home and working world.”
Olivia Ryan, Senior Manager EHS, Strategy, Risk & Governance, EY
“Wow! Frenetic storytelling, magical use of the stage and science all
missed together to create a riveting presentation. Thanks Jonathan!”
Lindsay Adams, The Relationship Guy , Global Speaking Fellow
“I was not expecting the absolute gut check that happened when Jonathan spoke about the
quality of our question. Wow!”
Kerry Miles, Managing Director, FranchisEd

BOOKING
Workshop Facilitation | Price confirmed on briefing
Keynotes & Conference Speaking $8,000 | Breakout/Plenary Sessions $5,000*
Plus travel expenses where applicable
Business Presentations POA | Charities and Not For Profits please contact for ‘Sponsored Talks’
All pricing is GST Exclusive.
Contact: jonathan@sgaemail.com | linkedin.com/in/jonathanlincolne/

